BAKER GUESTS & SPEAKERS

151 Foods
John Mulloy Jr, Erica
Brooke Kaffenberg
Samantha (19), Delaney (16), Alex (16)

Aryza
Robert Young, Diane

Bakery Design Services
Al Koch, Margareta

BBU
Ramon Rivera

Bimbo
Maria Carolina Gollo, Gustavo Scherer
Liborio Villalobos, Guille
Santiago (18)

Bimbo QSR
Mark Bendix, Jayne Lemieux
Sara (14)

Bud’s Best Cookies
Al Cason, Jennifer
Bud Cason, Gail

Campbell Soup Company
Dave Watson, Paulette

Canada Bread Company, Ltd.
Guymont Drouin

Canyon Bakehouse
Jeremiah Tilghman, Angela Sully
Alaska (7), Sierra (5) Talon (14)

Clif Bar & Company
Rich Berger

Donut Peddler
John Dairman, Chevlyn
Brady (1), Ava (14)

General Mills
Karl Thorsen, Melissa
Cal (14), Sascha (11), Emmett (1)

New Horizon’s Baking Company
Mike Porter, Jamie
Caleb (13), Noah (19)

Golden Krust Caribbean Bakery
Haywood Hawthorne, Kimone

Hanbao One Food Co., Ltd.
Liang Hao, Jiya Liang
Shukun Liang

Highland Bakeries
Patrick Wilkens, Sharon

Hostess
Dave Hipenbecker, Kerry

Jonathan Robins Bakery
Jonathan Robins, Shannon Myers

King’s Hawaiian
Keith Collier

Kresent Plus
Paul Chan, Charlotte

Lantmannen-Unibake
Jesper Albersen

Manhattan
JJ Wu

Pepperidge Farm
Jeff Teasdale, Esperanza
Isabella (13), Patrick (15)

Publix
Richard Ybara, Sara

Roskam Baking
Estaban Gomez, Sofia Uribe
Brandon Heiser, Misty Buckelew
Camryn (16), Braden (14)

Schultze & Burch Biscuit Co.
Alan Freeland, Linda
Hannah (20)

SROriginals
Brian McGuire, Dawn

Weidoumei Foods
Huang Guang
Miao Li Ping

ALLIED ASSOCIATIONS
AIB International
Brian Strouts, Lorrie

American Society of Baking
Kent Van Amburg, Nancy

SNAC Intl.
Elizabeth Avery, Alex Bullock

MEMBERS
A M King
Jon Miller, Katie

ADCO
Scott Reed, Stephanie Young
Marley (9)

American Pan
William Bundy
Michael Cornelis

AMF Bakery Systems
Bruce Campbell, Beth
Jason Ward, Christine
Avery (9), Grace (15), Kylie (12)

Colin Powell, Karen

Ashworth
Bryan Hobbs, Lita
Matea (18) Karina (12)

BakeryEquipment.com
Rick Evans, Denise Lovgren

Bakeware Coating Systems
Steve Schwartz, Michele

Banner-Day
Mike Day, Abby
Alex (17) Parker (15), Anna Kate (13)

Bedford Industries Inc.
Martin Rickers, Pam

Benchmark Automation
Eric Cruse

Bettendorf Stanford
Justin Atkins, Brittany
Harold Schmidt, Kaitlin
Matthew Stanford

BNP FBP-Snack Food & Wholesale Bakery
Douglas Peckenaugh, Jennifer
Chris Luke, Jeanne

BORREGAARD
Amie Biholt

Brolite Products
Jeff Nelson, Martha Sotelo

Buhler Inc
John Hunter, Tina

Burford
Clay Miller, Lacy
Riley (13), Caly (10), Sam (9)
Fred Springer, Debbie

CBF Bakery Systems
Frank Achterberg, Lori
Chad Roberts, Mary

CMC America Corp.
Ed Fay
Warren Fay

Colborne Foodbotics
Rick Hoskins, Niki
Richie (15), Riley (13), Braden (10)
Rich Hoskins, Linda

Corbion
Scott Pieker, Molly
Mark Hotze, Eileen
Claus (16), Joe (14), Libby (9)
Andy Muller, Sonya
Guliana (9), Sofia (16)

Steve Scales, Sharon

CRB
Ben Rucker, Janelle

Delkor
Dale Anderson, Patty

Doran Scales
Mark Podl, Shani

Dunbar Systems, Inc.
John Wilkinson, Michele
Heather (20), John (22), Zachary (14)

DuPont Nutrition & Health
Trent Wanamaker, Trisha
Kelsey (19), Brooks (17), Macy (12)

Erika Record, LLC
Cindy Chananie, Craig
Daniel Darocha, Lara
Nina (7), Mila (5)

FoodTools Inc.
Ryan Lantieri

ForboSiegling, LLC.
Delia Justable
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Formost Fuji Corp.
Dennis Gunnell, Kelly

Fred D. Pfenning Company
Fred Pfenning III, Janet

Fritsch USA inc.
Guillaume Joly

Great Western Mfg. Co.
David Schroeder, Carla Dawson (19), Carson (15)

Handtmann
Cesar Zelaya, Laura Ivan (12)

Hansaloy
Allen Wright, Felicia Dawson (12), Ellie (10)

IBC
Hans van der Maarel, Ine

Intralox
Job DeHorta, Alison Francesca (6)

Mike LaValle, Mimi Vinny (13)

Donald Osborne, Michelle Doris Osborne
MI Field
Helen Xi
Meyling Yang

J&K Ingredients
Jay Hardy, Sue Bryce (14)

Kurt Miller, Kim

JLS Automation
Craig Souser, Susan

Kaak Group
Erik Rensen

Koenig Bakery Systems
Rich Breeswine, Carrie

KOFAB
Greg Stravers, Marcy

Barry Whitman, Lori

Kwik Lok Corporation
Bruce Cox, Barb Chris (19), Jonny (16)

LeMatic
Dale LeCrone, Irene Liz LeCrone

Margaret LeCrone
Brandon Woods, Amelia

Hannah (17), Maxwell (13),
Alexander (11), Brennan (9), Elle (7)

M&M Refrigeration
Cara Godack

Markel Food Group
Wenhui Duan

Ken Newsome, Linda

Maverick Oils
Chase Neuman-Brewer

Gabby Brewer
Adrienne Brewer
Scott Brewer

Courtney Crompton

Middleby Bakery Group
Sergio Caballero

Michael Scoutes

Milling & Baking News
Michael Gude

Naegle, Inc.
Mike Philip

Opto-Engineering
Justin Cardenas

Peerless Food Equipment
David Benner, Sally
William Everett, Michelle

Richard Taylor, Jackie

Rademaker USA, Inc.
Doug Hale

Nicholas Magistrelli, Cheri
Nicholas (5), Giovanni (5),
Angela (3)

Reading Bakery Systems
Jim Warren, Jan

Reiser
Ron Mullins, Ron

Revent Inc
Daniel Lago, Malin
Noah (14), Wilda (12), Otis (6)

Brad Winnaman, Tiffany Levine

Rexfab
Patrice Painchaud

Rhone USA
John Giacolo, Kimberly

Rondo Inc.
Andrea Henderson, Louis Cirilla

Marissa Cirilla

SFB Consulting
Clive Tolson, Dawn

Shick Esteve
Tim Cook, Hunter

Connor (16), Ian (10)

Luke Helm (16)

Rod Harris
Matt Ungashick

Sosland Publishing
Steve Berne, Sue

Paul Lattan, Lisa Grace (18), Sarah (14)

Joanie Spencer, Brady John (8)

SPF
Jordon Hale, Jayme

Jordy (3)

The Austin Company
Michael Pierce, Wendy

The EnSol Group
Monica Kline

James Kline, Terry

Gerry Lanni, Nancy

The Henry Group
Troy Henry, Becky

Michael (17), Matthew (14)

Ashley Henry

Morgan Henry

Victoria Henry

Tielen North America
Ivana Allilovic

Bjorn Tielen

Topos Mondial Corp
Scott Fischer, Crystal

Damian Morabito, Lauren

Unfiller Systems Inc.
Mark Soares, Ramona

VMI
Terry Bartsch

Zeppelin Systems USA
Lisa Arato, Bob Bolton

BEMA STAFF
Kerwin Brown, Kirby

Kelly Allen

Rene Boudreau

Emily Bowers

Melva Brownlee

Andrew Garrelt

Jennifer Prusa

Julia Sprouse
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